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Abstract: A major trend in information society is the integration of personal

information from different sources. Digital data about persons, their behavior, their

content and their social structure is merged into the personal information sphere; a

multi-dimensional space containing information related to a person. In the research

project di.me 1 , funded by the EC, a so called userware is developed to support the

management of it's personal sphere on multiple platforms.

Main requirement for the userware is to help the user keeping an overview on his

personal data, while giving a powerful tool for changing all kind of aspects, like

changing access rights, merging information from different sources. For this an

intuitive but rich visualization of information and relations is required. A user-

interface concept describes, how a user can navigate through his information

sphere and which artifacts support managing it.

This paper describes the user-interface concept within the di.me userware, giving

special focus on navigation and visualization of the personal information sphere.

1 Introduction

Social networks play an increasing role in the online community. To stay connected with

colleagues, friends and family (multiple) accounts on various social network platforms

are quite common. Keeping track on the various accounts, updates and changes, however

becomes more and more difficult. One goal of di.me is to integrate several of these

platforms into one personal information sphere that is controlled by the user. Assembling

the profile information with files and information stored locally on the desktop helps to

compile a rich semantic model of the user’s personal information sphere. An easy to use,

multi platform user interface enables the user to manage his personal sphere and to keep

control on the information he shares.

1 di.me = "digital.me: Userware for the Intelligent, Intuitive, and Trust-Enhancing Management of the User s

Personal Information Sphere in Digital and Social Environments"
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